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Autumn Wind and Other Stories Dec 05
2020 Westerners familiar only with
stereotypical images of bowing geisha and
dark-suited businessmen will be surprised by
the cast of characters translator Lane Dunlop
introduces in this anthology. Lovers of fiction
and students of Japan are certain to find these
stories absorbing, engaging and instructive.
The Aleph and Other Stories Jan 06 2021
Twenty fictional pieces survey the depth and
range of the distinguished Argentine writer's
forty-year career as he journeys inside the
minds of an unrepentant Nazi, an imprisoned
Maya priest, fanatical Christian theologians, a
man awaiting his assassin, and a woman
plotting vengeance on her father's "killer."
Reprint.
Horse, and Other Stories Aug 01 2020 A
collection of 14 short stories whose "sensitive,
stately prose translates gay underclass
experience with authenticity."
Longing and Other Stories Apr 09 2021
Jun'ichirō Tanizaki is one of the most prominent
Japanese writers of the twentieth century. This
book presents three powerful stories of family
from the first decade of Tanizaki's career.
Written in different genres, they are united by a
focus on mothers and sons and a concern for
Japan's traditional culture in the face of
Westernization.
Learn German with The Red Baron and
Other Stories Nov 16 2021 Best way to learn
German with reading and listening Do you want
to learn German with authentic German
literature? It's easy with German and
interlinear English. 100+ pages with every
word translated so you can keep on reading.
This book contains short stories from the Red
Baron, Theodor Storm, Franz Kafka and Karl
Ettlinger, in German. We have added an
interlinear translation to the German text. This
means that the meaning of every German word
is immediately accessible, which in turn will
make it much easier for you to expand your
German vocabulary fast. This is a unique
method enabling you to read German from the
start. How to learn German fast and easy Use
the HypLern method to learn to read German
with ease and expand your vocabulary fast. Reread the texts to learn the high frequency
words. Then mark and learn the more difficult
words until you master those by re-reading
their paragraphs. The repetition and the
association of the story will help you memorize
the words. Feel free to reach out for a PDF
version that you can import on your Kindle
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device. Finally, we have a website on
hyplern.com that integrates reading with word
practice, for more learning options.
The Thing from the Grave Dec 25 2019 This
special collection features more than 30 EC
classics from the pages of Tales From the
Crypt, The Haunt of Fear, The Vault of Horror,
Shock SuspenStories, Impact, and Crime
SuspenStories. Of special note is Orlando’s
“The Monkey,” the classic realistic EC story
about drug addiction, considered to be one of
the most cautionary of “the preachies,” and
Orlando’s adaptation of Bradbury’s eerily
haunting “The Lake,” about a childhood
tragedy. This volume also includes the title
story “The Thing From the Grave,” a special
Orlando frightfest originally printed in 3-D that
hasn’t been seen since its original publication
more than 60 years ago (and is presented here
for the first time in easy-on-the-eyes 2-D). Plus
all of Orlando’s Panic stories, including
parodies of Mother Goose, TV commercials, and
soap operas. Like every book in the
Fantagraphics EC Artists’ Library, The Thing
From the Grave And Other Stories also features
essays and notes by EC experts on these
superbly crafted, classic American comics.
Miss Mink ́s Soldier and Other Stories Jan
18 2022 Reproduktion des Originals: Miss Mink
́s Soldier and Other Stories von Alice Hegan
Rice
How They Met and Other Stories May 22 2022
A collection of stories about love from the New
York Times bestselling author of Every Day.
They met on a plane / at Starbucks / in class. It
was a set-up / it was completely random / they
were dancing. It was love at first sight / it took
time / it was a disaster! Love is a complicated,
addictive, volatile, scary, wonderful thing.
Many of the stories in this collection started out
as gifts for the author's friends. From the
happy-ever-after to the unrequited, they
explore the many aspects of the emotion that
has at some time turned us all inside out and
upside down. 'Every Day is a wonder: a wholly
original premise racing along with a generous
heart towards a perfect ending. The best YA
makes a place for its readers, and there are few
writers as warmly generous as David Levithan.'
Patrick Ness, award-winning author of the
Chaos Walking trilogy and A Monster Calls
Man from the south and other stories Oct
23 2019 Contemporary / British EnglishRoald
Dahl is the master of the unexpected. Things
are not always what they seem and nobody
should be trusted. In this collection of his short
stories we learn some strange lessons about the
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dangerous world we live in. But you will have to
wait until the final pages of each story to
discover the last, terrible twist! This Pack
contains a Book and MP3
Woman Hollering Creek Nov 23 2019 A
collection of stories by Sandra Cisneros, the
celebrated bestselling author of The House on
Mango Street and the winner of the 2019
PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in
International Literature. The lovingly drawn
characters of these stories give voice to the
vibrant and varied life on both sides of the
Mexican border with tales of pure discovery,
filled with moments of infinite and intimate
wisdom.
NIGHTFLYERS AND OTHER STORIES. Sep 14
2021
Self Storage and Other Stories Aug 21 2019
Show works as a manager/night watchperson of
a self storage facility called the Nutty Squirrel.
Overqualified for the job, she finds ways to
accommodate Lola, who is dying of cancer, and
helps the Knuckleheads--a loud brassy,
struggling country western band. Rounding out
the group at the self storage unit are illegal
immigrants from El Salvador, and some very
poor migrant workers.
Passions and Other Stories Jun 18 2019 In this
masterly collection of stories, lsaac Bashevis
Singer once again weaves bewitching fables
from seemingly ordinary lives, showing us with
subtlety and compassion humanity at its most
mundane and mysterious. From modern
apartments in Miami to nineteenth-century
Polish villages, from bravery in wartime
Warsaw to a different kind of courage in
Lisbon, these tales span the world and the
range of human life.
Think Like a Dinosaur and Other Stories
Nov 04 2020 Collects stories by the Hugo
award-winning author, including "Heroics," Big
Guy," and "The First Law of Thermodynamics"
Bomb Run Aug 25 2022 The team of Harvey
Kurtzman and John Severin was one of the most
fruitful collaborations in the history of comics.
The work they did together brings the gritty
realism and psychological truth of Stephen
Crane and a verisimilitude to the page that it
seems as if they are reporting from the scene.
Together with inker and friend Will Elder,
whose own obsession for detail perfectly
complemented the impact they were all striving
to achieve, they produced 34 emotionally
draining ― and dramatically eloquent ― war
stories in just under three years. This book
collects them all.
Orange World and Other Stories Feb 19
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2022 "From the Pulitzer finalist and universally
beloved author of the New York Times best
sellers Swamplandia! and Vampires in the
Lemon Grove, a stunning new collection of
short fiction that showcases her extraordinary
gifts of language and imagination"-When Darkness Falls and Other Stories Jan
26 2020
The Girl who Can May 10 2021 In this
collection of short stories, Aidoo elevates the
mundane in women's lives to an intellectual
level in an attempt at challenging patriarchal
structures and dominance in African society.
Skin and Other Stories Sep 26 2022 How would
you get rid of a murder weapon without causing
suspicion? Where would you hide a diamond
where no one else would think of looking? What
if you found out that the tattoo on your back
was worth over a million dollars? You will
discover that just about anything is possible in
a Roald Dahl story, and here are eleven of his
very best.
Babylon and Other Stories Sep 02 2020 In
their various locales--from Montreal (where a
prosthetic leg casts a furious spell on its
beholders) to New Mexico (where a Soviet-era
exchange student redefines home for his hosts)-the characters in Babylon are coming to terms
with life's epiphanies, for good or ill. They
range from the very young who, confronted
with their parents' limitations, discover their
own resolve, to those facing middle age and its
particular indignities, no less determined to
assert themselves and shape their destinies.
Babylon and Other Stories showcases the wit,
humor, and insight that have made Alix Ohlin
one of the most admired young writers working
today.
The Co-wife and Other Stories Jul 24 2022
Premchand Is India . . . If You Haven T Read
Premchand, You Have Missed Out On A Lot The
Hindu Considered One Of The Greatest Fiction
Writers In Hindi, Munshi Premchand (1880
1936) Wrote Over Three Hundred Short
Stories, A Dozen Novels And Two Plays Over A
Prolific Career Spanning Three Decades.
Though Best Known For His Stories Exposing
The Horrors Of Poverty And Social Injustice, He
Wrote On A Variety Of Themes With Equal
Facility Romance, Satire, Social Dramas,
Nationalist Tales, And Yarns Steeped In
Folklore. The Co-Wife And Other Stories Brings
Together Twenty Classic Tales Of Premchand
Which Provide A Glimpse Of The Author S
Extraordinary Range And Diversity. While Some
Cast A Harrowing Look At Poverty, Reflecting
Premchand S Sympathy With The Underdog,
Others Expose Human Foibles Without Being
Judgmental And Tackle Gender Politics In A
Humorous And Ironic Manner. This Collection
Also Includes An Imaginative Foray Into
Historical Fiction, A Nostalgic Look At
Childhood, A Comic Exploration Of The Theme
Of Women S Autonomy, And Stories That
Reveal The Writer S Profound Empathy With
Animals. Ruth Vanita S Sensitive Translation
Captures The Power And Beauty Of Premchand
S Language, Conveying The Nuances Of The
Original And Bringing To Life The Author S
Inherent Humanism.
Public Library and Other Stories Mar 08 2021
The Gambler and Other Stories Jun 23 2022
The Gambler and Other Stories is Fyodor
Dostoyevsky's collection of one novella and six
short stories reflecting his own life - indeed,
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'The Gambler', a story of a young tutor in the
employment of a formerly wealthy Russian
General, was written under a strict deadline so
he could pay off his roulette debts. This volume
includes 'Bobok', the tale of a frustrated writer
visiting a cemetery and enjoying the gossip of
the dead; 'The Dream of a Ridiculous Man', the
story of one man's plan to commit suicide and
the troubling dream that follows, as well as 'A
Christmas Party and a Wedding', 'A Nasty
Story' and 'The Meek One'.
Last Stories and Other Stories Apr 21 2022
Supernaturally tinged stories from William T.
Vollmann, author of the National Book Award
winner Europe Central Watch for Vollmann’s
new work of nonfiction, No Immediate Danger,
coming in April of 2018 In this magnificent new
work of fiction, his first in nine years,
celebrated author William T. Vollmann offers a
collection of ghost stories linked by themes of
love, death, and the erotic. A Bohemian
farmer’s dead wife returns to him, and their
love endures, but at a gruesome price. A geisha
prolongs her life by turning into a cherry tree.
A journalist, haunted by the half-forgotten
killing of a Bosnian couple, watches their story,
and his own wartime tragedy, slip away from
him. A dying American romances the ghost of
his high school sweetheart while a homeless
salaryman in Tokyo animates paper cutouts of
ancient heroes. Are ghosts memories, fantasies,
or monsters? Is there life in death? Vollmann
has always operated in the shadowy borderland
between categories, and these eerie tales,
however far-flung their settings, all focus on
the attempts of the living to avoid, control, or
even seduce death. Vollmann’s stories will
transport readers to a fantastical world where
love and lust make anything possible.
The General Retires and Other Stories Feb 25
2020 When it first appeared in 1987, the title
story of this collection of stories by Nguyen Huy
Thiep caused a sensation in Vietnam. Not since
the Communist revolution had readers found as
stark and compelling a view of their world as
The General Retires offered them. Written in
spare, succinct prose, it captures the despair of
an old general who, after many years of
devoted service to his country, is alienated by
the emptiness of the society into which he
retires and ultimately flees. Nguyen probes
similar themes in the stories that follow, from
Cun, the moving tale of a crippled beggar, to A
Drop of Blood, a dark history of a family set
against decades of war and revolution. With
eight powerfully written stories--all available in
English for the first time--and including an
introduction by Greg Lockhart that traces the
varied traditions of Vietnamese literature to the
present day, this collection offers
unprecedented insight into a society trying to
overcome and understand years of pain and
civil strife.
Escape to Hell and Other Stories Jun 30 2020 A
collection of short stories including "The City,"
"The Suicide of the Astronaut," and "Prayer on
the Last Friday", and four essays
Typhoon and Other Stories Jul 12 2021 Joseph
Conrad’s long experience as a working seaman
enriched and deepened his literary gifts,
making him the most brilliant and convincing
writer of seafaring’s greatest age. In the three
sea stories collected here, he makes deft use of
the maritime setting to enact moral dramas of
men tested by the elements and by one another.
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“The Nigger of the ‘Narcissus’” has been hailed
as Conrad’s earliest masterpiece. When a West
Indian sailor on board the merchant ship
Narcissus falls ill his condition sparks conflict
among the crew, which threatens to erupt in
mutiny under the pressure of a terrifying gale.
“Typhoon,” the gripping story of a steamship
captain who stubbornly steers into a major
tempest and the crew’s ensuing struggle to
survive the raging waters, is distinguished by
one of the most thrillingly evoked storms in all
of literature. “The Shadow-Line” is a
dramatically fictionalized account of Conrad’s
first command as a young sea captain trapped
aboard a becalmed, fever-wracked, and
seemingly haunted ship—an ordeal that marks
for him the “shadow-line” between youth and
maturity. Suspenseful, atmospheric, and
deceptively simple, this intense story reflects
the complex themes of Conrad’s most famous
novels, Lord Jim and Heart of Darkness. With
an introduction by Martin Seymour-Smith
The Light Princess and Other Stories Oct 27
2022 This is one volume in the four-volume
collection of the complete fantasy stories of
George MacDonald, the great nineteenthcentury innovator of modern fantasy, whose
works influenced C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien, and
Charles Williams.
The Street of Crocodiles and Other Stories
Feb 07 2021 The collected fiction of "one of the
most original imaginations in modern Europe"
(Cynthia Ozick) Bruno Schulz's untimely death
at the hands of a Nazi stands as one of the
great losses to modern literature. During his
lifetime, his work found little critical regard,
but word of his remarkable talents gradually
won him an international readership. This
volume brings together his complete fiction,
including three short stories and his final
surviving work, Sanatorium Under the Sign of
the Hourglass. Illustrated with Schulz's original
drawings, this edition beautifully showcases the
distinctive surrealist vision of one of the
twentieth century's most gifted and influential
writers. For more than seventy years, Penguin
has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With
more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
The Devil's Church and Other Stories Oct
03 2020 The modem Brazilian short story
begins with the mature work of Joaquim Maria
Machado de Assis (1839-1908), acclaimed
almost unanimously as Brazil's greatest writer.
Collectively, these nineteen stories are
representative of Machado's unique style and
world view, and this translation doubles the
number of his stories previously available in
English. The stories in this volume reflect
Machado's post-1880 emphasis on social satire
and experimentation in psychological realism. If
he had continued to produce the moralistic love
stories and parlor intrigues of his earlier
fiction, Machado's legacy would have been an
entertaining but inconsequent body of work.
However, by 1880 he had begun a devastating
satirical assault on society through his fiction.
In spite of his ruthlessness, Machado does at
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times reveal an ironic sympathy for his
characters. He is not indifferent to human
conflict but uses humor and irony to stress the
absurdity of these conflicts, acted out against
the backdrop of an indifferent universe. Such a
spectacle creates a sense of helplessness that
can only inspire wistful amusement. In his
technical mastery of the short story. Machado
was decades ahead of his contemporaries and
can still be considered more modern than most
of the modernists themselves. That his stories
elicit such strong and diverse reactions today is
a tribute to their richness, complexity, and
significance.
The Decapitated Chicken and Other Stories
Oct 15 2021 Tales of horror, madness, and
death, tales of fantasy and morality: these are
the works of South American master storyteller
Horacio Quiroga. Author of some 200 pieces of
fiction that have been compared to the works of
Poe, Kipling, and Jack London, Quiroga
experienced a life that surpassed in morbidity
and horror many of the inventions of his
fevered mind. As a young man, he suffered his
father's accidental death and the suicide of his
beloved stepfather. As a teenager, he shot and
accidentally killed one of his closest friends.
Seemingly cursed in love, he lost his first wife
to suicide by poison. In the end, Quiroga
himself downed cyanide to end his own life
when he learned he was suffering from an
incurable cancer. In life Quiroga was obsessed
with death, a legacy of the violence he had
experienced. His stories are infused with death,
too, but they span a wide range of short fiction
genres: jungle tale, Gothic horror story,
morality tale, psychological study. Many of his
stories are set in the steaming jungle of the
Misiones district of northern Argentina, where
he spent much of his life, but his tales possess a
universality that elevates them far above the
work of a regional writer. The first
representative collection of his work in English,
The Decapitated Chicken and Other Stories
provides a valuable overview of the scope of
Quiroga's fiction and the versatility and skill
that have made him a classic Latin American
writer.
Yertle the Turtle and Other Stories Sep 21 2019
Includes three humorous stories in verse: Yertle
the Turtle, Gertrude McFuzz, and The Big Brag.
The Pacific and Other Stories Apr 28 2020 A
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dazzling collection of short stories by Mark
Helprin, bestselling author of Winter's Tale,
which is now a major motion picture starring
Colin Farrell, Jessica Brown Findlay, Russell
Crowe, William Hurt, and Jennifer Connelly The
Pacific and Other Stories is a collection of
sixteen stories that display the remarkable
scope, incomparable wit, and deft prose that
have come to be Mark Helprin's signature. A
British paratrooper jumps into occupied
territory; the 1958 New York Yankees gain an
unexpected teammate in a puny, teenaged
Hasidic Jew; a September 11th widow receives
an astonishing gift from the contractor working
on her new apartment—these and other stories
exhibit the constantly changing variety of the
ocean itself, the peaks and troughs of life.
Lighthearted, glittering fables are met with
starker tales that sound the depths of sacrifice
and duty. The Pacific and Other Stories is a
resplendent, powerful collection of lasting
substance and emotional import.
Death in Venice and Other Stories Jul 20
2019 This superb translation of Death in Venice
and six other stories by Thomas Mann is a tour
de force, deserving to be the definitive text for
English-speaking readers. These seven stories
represent Mann’s early writing career and a
level of literary quality Mann himself despaired
of ever again matching. In these stories he
began to grapple with themes that were to
recur throughout his work. In Little Herr
Friedemann, a character’s carefully structured
way of life is suddenly threatened by an
unexpected sexual passion. In Gladius Dei,
puritanical intellect clashes with beauty. In
Tristan, Mann presents an ironic and comic
account of the tension between an artist and
bourgeois society. All seven of these stories are
accomplished and memorable, but it is Death in
Venice that truly forms the centerpiece of the
collection. The themes that Mann weaves
through the shorter pieces come to a climax in
this stunning novella, one of the most
hauntingly magnificent tales of art and selfdestruction ever written.
Master and Man and Other Stories Jun 11
2021 Collects ten stories from Tolstoy, and
includes a chronology and an introduction that
places the stories in the context of Tolstoy's life
and literary development.
That's My Book! And Other Stories Mar 28
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2020 Salina Yoon continues her Geisel Honorwinning early reader series starring Big Duck,
Little Duck, and Porcupine, perfect for fans of
bestselling series like Elephant & Piggie, Ballet
Cat, and Pig in a Wig. The third Duck, Duck,
Porcupine book has a new trio of stories
featuring loud and in-charge Big Duck, quiet
and clever Little Duck, and friendly and gentle
Porcupine. They use books in a whole new way,
decide to throw a talent show, and play doctor.
No matter what problems they get themselves
into, Little Duck always finds a way to save the
day! Salina Yoon's paper over board early
readers are perfect for fans of bestselling series
like Elephant & Piggie and Ballet Cat, giving all
her picture book fans a fantastic next step for
reading fun. Reviewers praise this series' comic
book style artwork and engaging characters,
perfect for the youngest new readers. Don't
miss these other stories by Salina Yoon! Duck,
Duck, Porcupine series Duck, Duck, Porcupine
My Kite Is Stuck! And Other Stories That's My
Book! And Other Stories The Penguin series
Penguin and Pinecone Penguin in Love
Penguin's Big Adventure Penguin on Vacation
Penguin and Pumpkin Penguin's Christmas
Wish The Bear and Floppy books Found Stormy
Night Bear's Big Day
Don't Look Now and Other Stories May 30 2020
The title story is a supernatural tale involving a
British couple on holiday in Venice to escape
the pain of their young daughter's recent death.
An encounter with two sisters in a cafe, and the
blind one's claim that she can 'see' the
deceased child sitting with her parents,
launches a series of events that ends violently.
Previous ed: 1981.
Ganga's Choice and Other Stories Dec 17 2021
The Monster and Other Stories Mar 20 2022
Reproduktion des Originals: The Monster and
Other Stories von Stephen Crane
Soul Aug 13 2021 "This volume gathers eight
works that show Platonov at his tenderest,
warmest, and subtlest. Among them are "The
Return," about an officer's difficult homecoming
at the end of World War II; "The River
Potudan," an account of a troubled marriage;
and the title novella, the tale of a young man
unexpectedly transformed by his return to his
Asian birthplace, where he finds his people
deprived not only of food and dwelling, but of
memory and speech."--BOOK JACKET.
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